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Save Iraq's
children from
George Bush
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach

A Romanian airliner BAC 1 -1 1 touched down at Frankfurt Airport on July 30,
with a most unusual passenger load: 30 Greek soldiers, en route to the Gulf via
Geneva for duty as U.N. guards, and 22 Iraqi children, victims of the war, brought
to Germany for medical treatment which, because of the embargo, is not currently

available in their own country. For the children, raqging between 2 and 1 9 years

of age, the trip to Germany represents perhaps the only hope for recovery and
return to a relatively normal life.
The story of the mini-airlift begins back at Easter, when the Schiller Institute,
alarmed at reports indicating an imminent civilian catastrophe in war-tom Iraq,
issued a call for the creation of a Committee to Save the Children in Iraq. The
Vienna-based International Progress Organization (IPO) and the Patriarchate of
the Chaldean Church in Babylon responded immediately to the call, along with
hundreds of private citizens and relief organizations. Offers of medicines, hospital
supplies, and food came into the German office of the committee, which could
accept them only once the central problem of transportation had been solved. Due
to the embargo, relief goods for Iraq have had to travel by plane to Amman,
Jordan, and thence, along the land route across the desert to Baghdad, or other
destinations. Time and costs are two factors making this route difficult.
In May, following a Bonn press conference which announced the committee's
formation and plan of action, Prof. Hans Koechler of the IPO presented the
problem to Austrian President Dr. Kurt Waldheim, and it was quickly solved. Dr.
Waldheim approached Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, Executive Delegate of the
Secretary General for a U.N. Inter-Agency Humanttarian Program. Through the
courtesy of Prince Aga Khan's office, an Aeroflot Io/ushin 76TD was chartered,

and flew direct from Frankfurt to Habbaniya Airporj: outside Baghdad on July 7,
with 20 tons of medicines, food, and medical equipment.
When the committee was apprised of the fact that both the Iraqi and the German
authorities would agree to send war-wounded children to Germany for medical
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The inaugural press
conference of the
Committee to Save the
Children in Iraq, in
Bonn on May 15, 1991.
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